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Abstract— To accommodate the growing demand for memory capacity
in a cost-effective way, multiple types of memory are incorporated in
a single system. In such tiered memory systems consisting of small
fast and large slow memory components, accurately identifying the
performance importance of pages is critical to properly migrate hot
pages to fast memory. Meanwhile, growing address translation cost due
to the increasing memory footprints, helped adopting huge pages in
common systems. Although such page hotness identification problems
have existed for a long time, this paper revisits the problem in the new
context of tiered memory systems and huge pages. This paper first
investigates the memory locality behaviors of applications with three
potential migration polices, least-recently-used (LRU), least-frequentlyused (LFU), and random with huge pages. The evaluation shows that
none of the three migration policies excel the others, as the effectiveness
of each policy depends on application behaviors. In addition, the results
show huge pages can be effective even with page migration, if a proper
migration policy is used. Based on the observation, this paper proposes
a novel dynamic policy selection mechanism, which identifies the best
migration policy for a given workload. It allows multiple concurrently
running workloads to adopt different policies. To find the optimal one
for each workload, this study first identifies key features that must be
inferred from limited approximate memory access information collected
using accessed bits in page tables. In addition, it proposes a parallel
emulation of alternative policies to assess the benefit of possible alternatives. The proposed dynamic policy selection can achieve 23.8%
performance improvement compared to a prior approximate mechanism
based on LRU lists in Linux systems.
Index Terms—Tiered Memory, Page Hotness, Page Migration, Huge
Pages
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I NTRODUCTION

Memory systems are adopting multiple types of memory with
different performance and capacity characteristics to increase the
memory size in a cost-effective way. More expensive fast memory
is backed by slower but higher capacity memory components,
forming tiered memory systems. For capacity-optimized slow
memory, non-volatile memories are already commercially available in the market, offering ∼300ns latency [1], [2]. In such tiered
memory systems, accurately identifying the hotness of pages is
critical to take advantage of the low-cost emerging memories
while minimizing the performance loss.
Such page migration or replacement policies have been extensively studied for hardware caches, storage caches, and page
management for virtual memory supports [3], [4], [5], [6], [7],

[8], [9], [10], [11]. However, the emerging tiered memory systems
provide new environments which are different from the prior work.
The prior page replacement problems are restricted for choosing
which data should be selected as victims to make room for new
data. An access to the slow component triggers an immediate
promotion of the data to the fast component (cache). Unlike
such replacement problems, the page migration problem must
find which data must reside in the fast memory at a given time,
while the data in the slow memory are accessible not necessarily
triggering promotions.
In addition, compared to the storage caching systems, memory
access traces collected from accessed bits in page tables are
quite incomplete and approximate by their nature. Compared to
the traditional page swapping, the tiered memory systems have
much smaller latency and bandwidth differences between fast
and slow memories than those of the prior DRAM and storage
devices. Migrations between the two memory types are much
more frequent than the prior studies as the costs of migration are
relatively low. The new environments raise the need for revisiting
the policy space of page migration in the context of tiered memory
systems.
In the mean time, increasing memory footprints caused excessive misses in translation lookaside buffers (TLBs) for address
translation. To reduce the cost of address translation, 2MB huge
pages have been adopted in x86 systems, which reduces TLB
misses significantly for applications which otherwise suffer from
the costs of TLB misses. While huge pages can drastically improve
the address translation efficiency, their interaction with migration
policies for tiered memory systems is yet to be investigated.
Improving the accuracy of hotness measurement for huge pages
and the efficiency of page migration for huge pages for tiered
memory systems have been investigated by the prior studies [12],
[13]. This paper explores the migration policy space with huge
pages.
With such huge pages, this paper first investigates three widely
accepted policies for page migration in tiered memory systems. It
evaluates least-recently-used (LRU), least-frequently-used (LFU),
and random policies for their behaviors on a range of applications.
(i) Our investigation first shows that none of the policies excels the
others for the range of applications, since each application has a
different memory access behavior preferring a different migration
policy. However, the page migration policies used by recent tiered
memory studies are fixed to a single policy, such as a variant
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of LRU lists in Linux systems [13]. (ii) If a proper migration
policy for each application is used, our investigation shows that
huge pages can be effectively used for migration in tiered memory
systems, reaping the benefit of efficient address translation.
Based on the observation of the migration policy evaluation,
this paper proposes a new dynamic policy selection technique
tuned for huge pages in tiered memory systems, called Adaptive
Migration Policy (AMP). AMP constantly collects memory access
information using accessed bits in page tables, and periodically
selects the best policy out of the three potential policies. To
identify the best policy for a given workload, the study first
identifies which features of memory access behaviors are highly
correlated to the policy selection.
The first feature is used to identify workloads favoring random
page placements. When accessed pages exceed the fast memory
capacity, the locality cannot be captured effectively with the tiered
memory system. Therefore, the random policy, which does not
migrate pages actively, results in the best performance without
migration overheads. If the workload exhibits a certain level of
locality, either LRU or LFU is selected. To select the best one
out of the two policies, AMP maintains a shadow page location
states, which virtually mimics page migration. For example, if the
current best policy is not LFU, the LFU policy is emulated with
the shadow page location, and its effectiveness is tracked with the
emulation. Based on the estimated effectiveness from the shadow
state and the measured effectiveness from the current memory
state, the better policy is selected for the next round.
Since the proposed technique can be applied for each memory
control group (memcgs) in Linux, workloads in different memory
control groups can select their own best policy. It allows the consolidated system to choose per-group optimal migration policies,
allowing fine-tuning migration policies for co-running workloads.
We implement AMP in a Linux system, spanning from the
kernel modification to the user-level components. The kernel is
modified to track the recency and frequency of page accesses with
accessed bits in page tables, and to provide policy options. The
user-level components evaluate the features for each memory control group and apply the best policy for each group periodically.
We evaluate AMP in a Linux system with an emulated tiered
memory system. The memory bandwidth of the slow memory
node is throttled and saturated to emulate the slow memory. AMP
can improve the performance of selected applications by 23.8%
compared to the LRU lists adopted in the prior work [13]. Furthermore, AMP can achieve 10.9, 6.4, 17.6% higher performance
than LRU, LFU, and Random, respectively.
The contributions of our study are as follows:
• We find that workloads have diverse preferences on page
migration policies in tiered memory systems, and we analyze
the reason behind the page migration policy preferences.
• Our investigation shows that huge pages can be effective
with page migration in tiered memory systems, if a proper
migration policy is used.
• We define several features that have a relationship with the
performance of page migration policies: fast memory hit
ratio, page migration stability, and accessed page ratio. After
that, we analyze the correlation between the features and the
performance.
• We propose AMP, which dynamically selects a page migration policy between LRU, LFU, and Random using the
features.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
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describes the background of tiered memory and page migration
policies. Section 3 investigates the behaviors of different page
migration policies in the tiered memory system. Section 4 analyzes
the critical features for determining the best policy, and Section 5
presents the implementation. Section 6 presents the experimental
results, and Section 7 discusses the remaining issues. Section 8
concludes the paper.

2

BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK

This section discusses the page migration problem in tiered memory systems, with its differences from the prior cache replacement
along with the adoption of huge pages.
2.1

Tiered Memory Systems and Huge Pages

Tiered Memory Systems: A memory system composed of
memories with various performance characteristics is called a
tiered memory system [13]. The future memory systems are
expected to be tiered memory systems due to the scaling limit
of DRAMs. To increase the capacity of memory systems, memory
systems are adopting non-volatile memories [1], [14], memory disaggregation [15], [16], [17], [18], and memory compression [19].
Usually, a tiered memory system is composed of fast memory
and slow memory. Fast memory has a shorter latency and higher
bandwidth compared to slow memory. A tiered memory system
can be managed in hardware or in software. In this study, we
assume a tiered memory system where an OS is responsible for
managing data between two memory types. Data can be migrated
at the page granularity, and the OS makes the page location and
migration decisions.
Huge Pages for Efficient Address Translation: Future memory systems are expected to have TBs of memory with various
latency and bandwidth [20]. In a memory system with a huge
amount of memory capacity, address translations become a critical problem. Modern computer systems adopt virtual memory
for efficient memory management. Therefore, virtual addresses
should be translated to physical addresses to access data, and the
mappings are maintained in a page table. The page table resides
in main memory, and translation lookaside buffers (TLBs) cache
page table entries to avoid costly memory accesses. The memory
capacity that can be translated by a TLB is called TLB reach. The
problem is that the TLB size is limited to thousands of entries
to shorten the access latency to TLBs. This limits the TLB reach
of TLBs. The TLB reach can be increased with huge pages [21],
[22]. While a single TLB entry can cover a 4KB address space
with 4KB base pages, a TLB entry can cover several MBs or GBs
with huge pages.
Previously, huge pages had several performance issues such
as the increased page fault latency, memory bloating, unfair huge
page allocations, and losing the page sharing opportunities [23].
Thanks to the recent studies to mitigate the problems [23], [24],
[25], huge pages are becoming a viable option. Moreover, a
multi-threaded page migration mechanism for transparent huge
pages [13] makes migrating pages at the huge page granularity
feasible. Therefore, in this study, we use 2MB huge pages as a
default page migration unit.
2.2

Page Migration Policies in Tiered Memory Systems

In this paper, we define a page migration policy as a policy
that decides page locations in tiered memory systems, and it is
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used interchangeably with page hotness selection. Page migration
policies try to fill fast memory with performance-critical hot
pages. The page migration problem differs from the traditional
cache replacement or page swapping, since any access to the
slow memory does not necessarily trigger the promotion of the
page to the fast memory. In hardware caches, memory blocks
are immediately inserted to the cache for handling misses. The
page swapping also requires to move a swapped out page from
the storage to the memory to resolve the page fault. Unlike the
cache replacement problems, the page migration problem needs to
address which part of memory should reside in the fast memory,
while the data in the slow memory are still accessible without
migrating to the fast memory.
In addition, the cost and performance characteristics of tiered
memory systems should be considered in the design and implementation of page migration policies. For example, maintaining
an LRU stack is costly for virtual memory and architectural
caches. In virtual memory, CLOCK approximates LRU with a
single reference bit [26]. In CPU caches, tree-based pseudo-LRU
is used to lower the area overhead [27], [28]. Likewise, cache
replacement policies should be adopted to tiered memory systems
with the consideration of the cost and performance characteristics.
In this section, we summarize the prior studies on page migration
policies.
1 Recency-based policies. Native Linux systems have LRU
lists to reclaim pages under memory pressure. The native LRU lists
approximate LRU with two LRU lists. One is the active list, and
the other is the inactive list. The membership of pages is controlled
by the heuristic implemented in the kernel. The kernel uses the
accessed bits of pages and page types to update the membership
of pages. Each page has an accessed bit in the page table entry
(PTE). When a page is accessed, the corresponding accessed bit
is set. As the goal of LRU lists is to reclaim pages under memory
shortage, the native LRU lists do not update the membership of
pages in non-memory pressure conditions.
2 Frequency-based policies. Access frequency has been
widely adopted in the page management for tiered memory
systems. In modern processors, the exact access frequency of a
page cannot be obtained due to the lack of hardware support.
Instead, access frequency can be estimated using accessed bits.
The accessed bit of a page is periodically checked and recorded
to a per-page bit vector. An access frequency can be calculated by
averaging the number of bits set in the bit vector. HeteroVisor [29]
tracks the access frequency of pages to decide page locations
between fast die-stacked DRAMs and slow off-chip DRAMs. If
the access frequency of a page exceeds a predefined hot page
threshold, the page is classified as hot and migrated to the fast
die-stacked DRAM. On the other hand, Thermostat [12] finds
the access frequency threshold using a user-specified maximum
allowable slowdown.
3 Limiting the promotion rate. In a tiered memory system
where pages have to be migrated from slow memory to fast
memory on every page access to slow memory, limiting the
number of page migrations from slow memory to fast memory
is a way to guarantee the performance slowdown [19]. The rate of
pages migrated from slow memory to fast memory within a time
window is defined as the promotion rate. Lagar-Cavilla et al. find
the relationship between the page access recency and promotion
rate, and the pages that are expected to show a low promotion rate
are identified by measuring the access recency of a page.

3

2.3

Other Prior Work for Cache Replacement

In the prior cache replacement, unlike page migration, the promotion to the cache is immediately triggered while handling misses.
Therefore, the hotness selection within the cache is focused on
which data should be evicted as victims to make room for newly
inserted data. For selecting the victims, there have been many different approaches with their own advantages and disadvantages. In
this section, we summarize the prior studies on cache replacement
policies.
1 Recency-based policies. The most common cache replacement policy is the Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement
policy [3]. LRU maintains an LRU stack, which is sorted by
the access recency. The most recently accessed page is placed
at the top of the LRU stack, and the least recently accessed page
is placed at the bottom. Once a page is referenced, the page is
removed from its position and moved to the top of the stack. On
cache evictions, LRU replaces the least recently accessed page.
Although LRU works well for most memory access patterns, LRU
fails with scanning memory access patterns and loops. Scanning
memory access patterns access pages only once and never use
them again. Therefore, caching recently accessed pages wastes
the cache space. Loops that access pages larger than the cache size
evict pages that are accessed in the near future. Prior studies try to
mitigate the limitations of LRU by identifying the anomalies [30],
[31], [32].
2 Frequency-based policies. Least Frequently Used (LFU)
tracks the access frequencies of pages and evicts a page with the
least access frequency. Although LFU has an advantage that it can
exploit the long-term access history, it has several disadvantages.
LFU can make a wrong decision in the initial stage due to the lack
of access history. Moreover, LFU may hold stale pages that are
not hot anymore due to their previous access history.
3 Adaptive policies. There have been many prior studies to
improve the hit ratio of caches [33], [34], [4], [35], [7], [10].
Among the prior studies, we focus on the adaptive selection of
cache replacement policies [36], [5], [6], [8], [9], [11], [37].
Abstractly, ARC [8] and CAR [9] partition a cache into two
partitions for recently accessed pages and frequently accessed
pages. The partition sizes are dynamically adjusted based on the
workloads’ behavior. A few prior studies adopt machine learning
techniques to choose a cache replacement policy adaptively [6],
[37]. In CPU caches, set dueling has been proposed to dynamically
choose a policy between two competing policies [11]. Cache sets
are divided into dedicated sets and follower sets. A small number
of sets are allocated to dedicated sets, and the dedicated sets are
managed with two competing policies to evaluate the performance
of the policies. The policy that performs better is applied to the
follower sets.

3
3.1

M IGRATION P OLICIES WITH H UGE PAGES
Migration Policies

To determine which pages should be placed in the fast memory,
the page hotness selection mechanism consists of two components.
First, it must record the access history of each huge page. The
second component chooses hot pages based on the access histories
of all pages. In this section, we investigate the page migration
policies using huge pages (2MB). Improving the accuracy of
hotness measurement for huge pages and facilitating the page
migration for huge pages for tiered memory systems have been
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struct page

struct page

age = 0
PTE
...
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Accessed Bit
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(a) When accessed bit is set

age++
PTE
...
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Accessed Bit
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vector
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Unset & left shift

(b) When accessed bit is unset

Fig. 1: Tracking page age and access frequency using accessed
bits
investigated by the prior studies [12], [13]. This paper explores
the migration policy space with huge pages.
Although the main reason for using huge pages is to mitigate
the cost of TLB misses, it also allows reducing the complexity
of page managements for migration. We track the access information for each huge page to reduce the overhead of tracking the
information. In addition, it also reduces the latency to select hot
pages, as the number of candidate pages is significantly reduced
by huge pages. A possible downside of using huge pages in tiered
memory system is the potential waste of some fast memory, when
only a small subset of huge pages are actively accessed. However,
this paper is focused on page management based on huge pages,
since huge pages were effective across all benchmark applications
in our study, as shown in Section 3.3.
Tracking access history: To record the access history of each
page, we use the accessed bit in each page table entry, which is
set by the processor hardware. Figure 1 illustrates how the page
history information of each page tracked. For each huge page, we
record two types of access information, age and history. Every
five seconds, the kernel checks the accessed bit of each huge page
to update its age and history. Once the information is updated, the
accessed bit in the page table entry is reset.
Age represents the recency of access for a page. As shown in
the figure, if the accessed bit is set during the 5-second period,
the page age is reset to 0. If the accessed bit is not set (no access
for the last five seconds), its age is increased by 1. Therefore, the
age of a page means when the last access for the page occurred at
5-second granularity.
History (accessed bit vector) represents the accessed bit vector
for each page for the past n periods. Figure 1 shows that six bits
are used for the access history. A new accessed bit is pushed to
the tail of the vector. Although the accessed bit vector can be used
for representing age, we use a separate age variable to record the
age of longer periods without incurring a long bit vector for each
page. The detailed accessed bit vector covers a shorter time range
than the age variable. In this paper, we use 64 bits for each huge
page for the accessed bit vector.
As will be discussed later, the proposed memory manager
allows adjusting how much fast memory and slow memory can
be used for each application group. If the number of application
groups is set to one, all applications share the entire fast and slow
memory.
Every five seconds, the access information of all huge pages
are updated, and the set of pages which must be in the fast memory
are determined. For the pages which are selected for the fast
memory, but not already in the fast memory, the migration of
the pages are initiated. Since we use huge pages, this step does
not incur significant overheads. First, the number of huge pages
for a given application footprint is 512 times smaller than that of

base pages. Therefore, tracking and sorting huge pages cause only
a small extra overhead during the five second period. Second, if a
good migration policy is selected, only a small fraction of pages
are migrated to the fast memory, since it is likely that many hot
pages are already in the fast memory.
Migration policies: Among various page migration policies, we
investigated the workloads’ preference on policies of LRU, LFU,
and Random. 1 LRU tracks the access recency of pages with
ages, and the most recently accessed pages are migrated to the
fast memory. Using the age information for all pages, pages with
the lowest ages are considered hot. 2 LFU tracks the access
frequency of pages, and the most frequently accessed pages are
located in fast memory. The access frequency is obtained with the
per-page accessed bit vectors, by averaging the number of bits set
in the bit vector. 3 Random simply fills the fast memory first,
once the fast memory is filled, the slow memory is allocated. In
Random, if a page located in the fast memory is freed, a random
page from the slow memory is migrated to the fast memory.

3.2

Results

Methodology: We find the workloads’ preferences on page migration policies by measuring the performance of workloads on an
emulated tiered memory system. If a policy can accurately identify
hot pages, the policy can present a higher performance compared
to the other policies. We compose a tiered memory system on a
NUMA system by throttling the memory bandwidth of one node.
The bandwidth-throttled node becomes a slow memory node. 2MB
transparent huge pages are used, and pages are migrated at the
huge page granularity. In the rest of paper, fast memory ratio is the
ratio of the fast memory over the entire memory footprint, which
is set to 50% in the evaluation of this section. 4B is used to track
the page age, and 8B is used to track the access frequency. We
evaluate the performance of page migration policies with selected
workloads from SPEC CPU 2017 [38], CloudSuite [39], NPB [40],
and graph500 [41]. In the remaining part of this section, we
describe the reason behind the page migration policy preferences.
Figure 2 presents the normalized performance of workloads
with various page migration policies. We measure the execution
time, and the performance is the reverse of execution time. The
performance is normalized to the performance with the 100%
fast memory ratio. Workloads can be classified into four groups:
LRU-favor, LFU-favor, Random-favor, and neutral, as shown in
the figure.
1 LRU-favor. Workloads with strided memory access patterns
favor LRU. Strided memory access patterns sequentially access
pages with the same distance between memory accesses with
low data reuse. Therefore, keeping frequently accessed pages in
fast memory may degrade the performance. LRU can keep the
recently accessed pages in fast memory, increasing the probability of accessing fast memory. mcf, cactus, and cg.D.x have
strided memory access patterns. mcf has a pointer chasing in
price out impl as shown in Code 1 [42]. The pointer chasing pattern of mcf is actually a strided memory access pattern
because the data structures are sequentially located in a virtual
address space [43], [42]. cactus strides over one dimension of a
matrix while working on a multi-dimensional matrix [44]. cg.D.x
calculates the eigenvalues of a sparse matrix using the conjugate
gradient method. It operates on a large matrix, and the matrix is
accessed sequentially with low data reuse [45].
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long price_out_impl ( network_t * net )
{
...
iterator = first_list_elem - > next ;
while ( iterator ) {
arcin = iterator - > arc ;
tail = arcin - > tail ;
...
iterator = iterator - > next ;
... } ...
}

Code 1: A function that shows a strided memory access pattern in
mcf
2 LFU-favor. Workloads with frequently accessed data structures favor LFU. For the workloads, LFU can keep the frequently
accessed hot data in fast memory, and it can protect the fast
memory from being polluted by recently accessed cold data.
Graph-analytics runs the PageRank algorithm, and it updates
the ranks of neighbor vertices while walking on vertices. A vertex
with more neighbors tends to be accessed more frequently. LFU
can identify the vertices with more neighbors and keep them in fast
memory. The first subfigure of Figure 3 shows the temporal change
of access frequencies of pages of graph-analytics. The access
frequencies of pages are tracked by checking the accessed bits of
pages on every one epoch, whose length is four seconds. The size
of the per-page accessed bit vector is 8-bit. The pages with higher
access frequencies are drawn at the bottom, and the pages with
lower access frequencies are illustrated at the top of the figure.
Graph-analytics has several scanning memory access patterns.
We emphasize one of the scanning patterns with an ellipse in the
figure. LRU fails to keep frequently accessed hot pages in fast
memory due to the scanning patterns.
In-memory-analytics runs the alternating least squares algorithm. It trains a model multiple times with various parameters to
find the best parameters. On every training, the training dataset is
loaded by scanning the dataset. LFU can keep the frequently ac-

cessed trained model in fast memory. graph500 runs the breadthfirst search (BFS) algorithm multiple times. On every BFS,
graph500 validates the result with the validate result() function. Therefore, the graph is accessed frequently, and graph500
favors LFU.
3 Random-favor. Workloads with low locality favor Random.
First, workloads that have pages with similar access recency or
frequency prefer Random. If all pages are equally recently accessed or frequently accessed, migrating pages with LRU or LFU
adds the performance overhead without benefit, and Random can
eliminate the overhead. lbm and lu.D.x prefer Random because
of this reason. lbm runs the Lattice Boltzmann Method to simulate
fluids. lbm allocates grids that represent three dimensions. lbm
sweeps the grids multiple times within a short time to simulate
fluid collisions. As a result, the pages of lbm show similar access
recency and frequency. The second subfigure of Figure 3 illustrates
the temporal change of access frequencies of lbm, showing homogeneous page access frequencies. Second, workloads with random
memory access patterns favor Random. LRU nor LFU cannot find
hot pages from workloads with random memory access patterns.
deepsjeng has a random memory access pattern. deepsjeng is
a chess solver, and it has a hash table for the alpha-beta tree
searching to find the next move. Memory accesses to the hash
table show a random pattern.
4 Neutral. Workloads with mixed memory access patterns
show a neutral preference on page migration policies. bwaves has
mixed memory access patterns. The last subfigure of Figure 3
shows the temporal change of access frequencies of bwaves. The
execution of bwaves is composed of two phases. The first phase
accesses the frequently accessed data continuously, favoring LFU
(pattern A). The second phase accesses the remaining working
set with a strided memory access pattern, favoring LRU (pattern
B). As a result, bwaves does not have a large performance gap
between policies.
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A prior study proposed to reuse the LRU lists in the native
Linux kernel to identify hot pages and migrate them to fast
memory [13]. The study periodically scans the LRU lists to update
the membership of pages. In the following sections, we call the
LRU lists the modified LRU lists. The modified LRU lists classify
pages in the active list as hot, and pages in the inactive list as cold.
The modified LRU lists migrate the pages in the active list to fast
memory and pages in the inactive list to slow memory. We use the
modified LRU lists as the baseline migration policy to compare
against the proposed technique in this paper.
In this subsection, we present that the performance of the
modified LRU lists is parameter-sensitive. The modified LRU
lists have two parameters: active list scanning ratio and inactive
list scanning ratio. The (in)active list scanning ratio determines
how many pages are scanned from the list on every scan. While
scanning pages, the accessed bits of pages are checked, and the
membership of pages is updated. If half of the pages in a list are
scanned, the scanning ratio is 50%. By default, the modified LRU
lists scan 50% of the active list and inactive list on every five
seconds [46]. We evaluate the performance of workloads while
varying the scanning ratios of lists from 0% to 100% with a 20%
step. Experiments are run with 2MB transparent huge pages.
Figure 4 shows the normalized performance of selected workloads with various combinations of the active list scanning ratio
and inactive list scanning ratio. We use the same experiment
environment and definition for the performance that we use in
Section 3.2. The cells with high performance are drawn with a
darker color, and the cells with low performance are drawn with a
lighter color. The parameter combination that shows the best performance is different for each workload. Note that the performance
gap between the best and worst parameter combinations is 60% in
graph500, showing the parameter-sensitivity of the modified LRU
lists.
The problem originates from the inappropriate application of
LRU lists to a tiered memory system. The original goal of LRU
lists is to reclaim pages under memory pressure. Therefore, the
pages in the inactive list become page reclamation candidates. It
does not mean that the pages in the inactive list are cold. In the
native LRU lists, pages in the inactive list are moved back to the
active list again if the pages are accessed. However, in the modified
LRU lists, pages in the inactive list are migrated to slow memory,
assuming that all pages in the inactive list are cold. Although the
cold-classified pages will be migrated back to fast memory when
they are accessed, the performance degradation cannot be avoided.
Therefore, the latest proposal, the modified LRU lists are not the
best option for tiered memory systems. In the following sections,
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Fig. 4: Normalized performance of workloads with various parameter combinations when the modified LRU lists are used

Best

Fig. 5: Performance of the modified LRU lists with 4KB (base)
and 2MB (huge) page sizes, compared to the potential best policy.
we run the modified LRU lists with the default parameters (50%,
50%) [46].
Figure 5 presents the performance of the modified LRU lists
with the base page size (4KB), and huge page size (2MB). The
performance is normalized to that with the ideal memory which
consists of only fast memory. In addition to the performance of the
modified LRU lists, it also shows the potential performance when
the best replacement policy is selected among the aforementioned
three policies. The results show that the huge page can improve
the performance by 23.5% on average with the modified LRU lists.
There are two potential advantages of huge pages. First, it reduces
TLB misses by the increased translation capability. Second, page
migration also uses huge pages, and thus when spatial locality
exists, it can prefetch a large chunk of data from the slow to
fast memory. However, the modified LRU lists do not provide
good identification of page hotness, compared to the potential
best policy. The best policy can excel the modified LRU lists by
33.71% and 23.5%, compared to the modified LRU list with the
base and huge page sizes, respectively.
3.4

The Homogeneity of Huge Page Hotness

One of the key requirements of migrating pages at the huge page
granularity is the homogeneity of hotness in a huge page. To
show how much of a 2MB page is actually accessed, we present
the results of the homogeneity of page hotness by measuring the
number of accessed 4KB base pages within an accessed huge page.
We define the ratio as the huge page access ratio. If a workload
exhibits a high level of hotness homogeneity, the rest of the base
pages within a huge page are likely to be accessed, when a base
page in the huge page is accessed. The time interval is determined
by the multiplication of the accessed bit check interval (4-second)
and the length of the per-page bit vector (8-bit). As the accessed
bits of base pages in a huge page cannot be tracked in the current
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A DAPTIVE PAGE M IGRATION P OLICY S ELECTOR

We present AMP, which adaptively selects a page migration
policy preferred by a workload. AMP chooses a page migration
policy between LRU, LFU, and Random. In this section, we
define features and analyze the relationship between features and
performance. At last, we present the main algorithm of AMP
based on the feature analysis.
4.1

Feature Analysis

Correlation analysis. We define three features that are possibly
related to the workloads’ preferences on page migration policies:
fast memory hit ratio, page migration stability, and accessed page
ratio. 1 The fast memory hit ratio is the number of accessed
pages in fast memory divided by the total number of pages.
We assume that a page migration policy that can identify hot
pages better shows a higher fast memory hit ratio. 2 The page
migration stability is the number of stable pages divided by
the number of total pages. The locations of pages are updated
periodically in the baseline page migration policies. A page is
regarded as stable if the page location has not been changed
compared to the previous location. The page migration stability
presents the page migration cost of a page migration policy. 3
The accessed page ratio is the number of accessed pages divided
by the total number of pages. The assumption behind this feature
is that workloads touch pages as they progress. If a page migration
policy has been successful in choosing hot pages, a workload can
progress faster. Therefore, the page migration policy may present
a higher accessed page ratio. These features are measured on every
page migration, whose interval is five seconds.

P-value
1.0505×10−11
0.8355
0.0006

LFU-favor

Random-favor Neutral

graph-ana
l.
in-mem-a
nal.
graph500
pop2
deepsjeng
lbm
lu.D.x
bwaves

cg.D.x

cactus

LRU-favor

mcf

system, for this analysis, we use 4KB base pages to track the
accessed bits of pages. Based on the access statistics on base
pages, we infer how many base pages within a huge are accessed
in each time interval. Figure 7 presents the huge page access
ratio of workloads. On average, our workloads have huge page
access ratios higher than 92%, justifying the huge-page-granular
migrations.
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Fig. 7: Huge page access ratio of workloads

4

Correlation Coeff.
-0.8194
0.0322
-0.4975

TABLE 1: Pearson correlation coefficients between feature value
gap and normalized performance
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Fig. 6: Feature-performance scatter charts
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Fig. 8: Average accessed page ratio of workloads
We analyze the relationship between features and the normalized performance of workloads using the Pearson correlation coefficient. We define a feature value gap, which is the gap between
the feature value of the page migration policy that performs the
best and the feature value of a selected page migration policy. If
the feature plays an important role in the performance, the lower
the gap is, the closer the performance of the selected policy is to
the performance of the best-performing policy. The performance
is the reverse of the execution time, and it is normalized to the
best-performing page migration policy. We calculate the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the feature value gap and the
normalized performance. The analysis is conducted on the data
that we present in Section 3.1.
Figure 6 shows the scatter charts between the feature value
gap and normalized performance. Table 1 presents the Pearson
correlation coefficients. Additionally, it shows the p-values of
the correlation coefficients. The absolute value of a correlation
coefficient presents the strength of the correlation between the
feature and performance. P-values show statistical significance. A
feature is considered to have a statistically significant correlation
if its p-value is lower than 0.01. Among the features that we have
defined, the fast memory hit ratio shows the strongest correlation
(-0.8194) and the smallest p-value (1.0505×10−11 ). The accessed
page ratio has a p-value lower than 0.01, showing that the feature
has a statistically significant correlation. However, the absolute
value of the correlation coefficient is smaller than the fast memory
hit ratio’s. On the other hand, the page migration stability does not
have a statistically meaningful relationship with the performance
(p-value=0.8355).
A feature for random-favor workloads. We find that having
a high accessed page ratio is a hint for workloads to favor the
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random migration policy. As we have presented in Section 3.2,
random-favor workloads access memory with a low locality, and
they have a huge memory footprint that exceeds the fast memory
size. As a result, random-favor workloads have a higher average
accessed page ratio compared to the other workloads. Figure 8
presents the average accessed page ratio of workloads. Randomfavor workloads have average accessed page ratios higher than
80%.
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive Page Migration Policy Selection
1: if accessed page ratio > ( f ast memory ratio + 20%) then
2:
repl policy = Random
3: else
4:
if LRU hit ratio avg > LFU hit ratio avg then
5:
repl policy = LRU
6:
else
7:
repl policy = LFU
𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑒𝑚. 𝐻𝑖𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝐴 > 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑒𝑚. 𝐻𝑖𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝐵

4.2

Adaptive Page Migration Policy Selection

AMP adaptively selects a page migration policy between LRU,
LFU, and Random using the features that we have analyzed in
the previous subsection. Algorithm 1 describes the page migration
policy decision of AMP. AMP classifies a workload as randomfavor if the accessed page ratio of the workload exceeds the fast
memory ratio significantly. The fast memory ratio is defined as the
number of pages in fast memory divided by the number of total
pages. The insight behind this heuristic is that a workload with
a huge working set that exceeds the cache size may experience
a thrashing. If the accessed page ratio exceeds the fast memory
ratio by 20%, AMP chooses the random migration policy. The
threshold is empirically set.
Otherwise, AMP selects a page migration policy between LRU
and LFU. According to the feature analysis, the fast memory
hit ratio and accessed page ratio have a strong relationship with
the performance. Between the two features, we choose the fast
memory hit ratio because its correlation is stronger than the
other. AMP tracks the fast memory hit ratios of LRU and LFU
simultaneously and chooses a policy that has a higher average fast
memory hit ratio. The key challenge in tracking the fast memory
hit ratios is that only one page migration policy can be applied to
physical tiered memory. We overcome this problem by emulating
a page migration policy. Figure 9 illustrates how AMP obtains
the fast memory hit ratios of both policies simultaneously. AMP
applies the page migration policy with the higher average fast
memory hit ratio to physical tiered memory. At the same time,
pages are migrated virtually with the other policy. For example, if
LRU has a higher average fast memory hit ratio, LRU is applied
to physical pages. At the same time, LFU is emulated virtually
in the kernel without page migrations. As a result, the kernel can
collect the fast memory hit ratios of both policies. If LFU turns
out to have a higher average fast memory hit ratio, AMP applies
LFU to the physical tiered memory in the next turn. AMP uses the
moving average of fast memory hit ratios, and the window size is
36-epoch. We empirically find that the moving average can select
a page migration policy accurately and stably.
Cost of Switching Policies. Switching the policy from one
to another has a negligible cost, as it affects only which pages
need to be in the fast memory. To choose the right policy, the
proposed component tracks the hotness, fast memory hit ratio,
and other information. However, this tracking computation is done
in the background during each interval. An indirect cost is that
some pages in the fast memory which were promoted by the old
policy, may no longer be hot ones with the new policy. Therefore,
gradually the pages are evicted, and new pages are migrated by
the new policy.
Although the policy switching itself does not have any significant direct overheads, the extra information must be tracked
and maintained to choose the right policy. It has some memory
capacity overheads and computational costs. The spatial cost

𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦𝐴

𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦𝐵

Physical Tiered Memory

Virtual Tiered Memory

𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑒𝑚. 𝐻𝑖𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝐴

𝐹𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑒𝑚. 𝐻𝑖𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝐵

Fig. 9: Adaptive page migration policy selection for non-randomfavor workloads
includes the per-page metadata to track hotness (4B age, 8B
access history, 4B access frequency), per-page virtual page location (4B) to simulate page migrations, and per-policy features
(fast memory hit ratio and accessed page ratio, 4B each). The
majority of computational costs to simulate the other policy in the
background without actual page migrations. This cost occurs when
it sorts pages to find the relative hotness of pages. Note that the
computation occurs in the background during each time interval,
not during the policy switching.

5

I MPLEMENTATION

We implement AMP in a Linux system. The implementation of
AMP spans from the kernel to the user-level. The kernel tracks the
age and access frequency of pages and provides several options
for page migration policies. Additionally, features such as the
fast memory hit ratio and accessed page ratio are collected in the
kernel. AMP is built on the memory control groups in the kernel
(memcgs). We assume that the processes in a memcg have the same
preferences on page migration policies. Therefore, memcg is the
basic unit of page migration policy decisions. The fast memory
ratio can be set for each memcg.
The user-level controller periodically requests the scan of
pages. The request is sent to the kernel by writing to a file
under sysfs. On the request, the kernel scans all pages in the
memcg and checks the accessed bits of the pages. Page age
and access frequency are updated using the accessed bits. The
accessed bits of pages are checked using the page is idle
function [47]. After that, the accessed bit of the page is unset
using the set page idle function to check further accesses to
the page.
The user-level controller migrates pages between fast memory
and slow memory by requesting to the kernel. The user-level
controller sets the page migration policy, and the kernel applies
the page migration policy. AMP chooses the random replacement
policy if the accessed page ratio exceeds a predefined threshold.
Otherwise, the policy with a higher average fast memory hit ratio
is selected between LRU and LFU. The kernel reports the fast
memory hit ratio of both policies to the user-level controller.
The user-level controller collects the fast memory hit ratios and
calculates the moving averages of fast memory hit ratios.
Page migration requires exchanges of pages between two
nodes. In the native Linux, page exchanges involve redundant
page (de)allocations, which causes the performance overhead. The
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Fig. 10: Normalized performance of workloads with various page migration policies
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Fig. 11: Temporal change of fast memory hit ratios and page migration policy selection timeline
recently proposed optimization can eliminate the overhead [13].
The proposed optimization exchanges two pages by changing
the mappings and exchanging the contents of pages without
(de)allocating pages. We apply the kernel patch [46] to reduce
the performance overhead of page migrations.

Workload Name
mcf
cactus
cg.D.x
graph-analytics
in-mem-analytics
graph500

2MB Ratio
94%
92%
100%
97%
96%
98%

Workload Name
pop2
deepsjeng
lbm
lu.D.x
bwaves
Geomean

2MB Ratio
77%
97%
94%
99%
98%
95%

TABLE 3: Huge page allocation ratio in anonymous pages

6
6.1

E VALUATION

and we saturate the memory bandwidth using membw [49] to meet
the reported latency (346ns) of Optane DC [2]. Table 2 describes
the evaluation system configurations.

Experiment Setup
Intel Xeon Dual Socket System

OS & Kernel
Processors
Memory
Fast Memory Latency
Fast Memory BW
Slow Memory Latency (Emulated)
Slow Memory BW (Emulated)

Ubuntu 18.04.2 - kernel 4.15.0
2-socket E5-2630 v4
DDR4 - 2133MHz
78ns
32 GB/s
359ns
5.8 GB/s

TABLE 2: System configurations
We evaluate AMP on a Linux system. The system runs as a twosocket QEMU virtual machine to emulate a tiered memory system.
The system is composed of fast and slow memory nodes. The fast
memory node has CPU cores, and its memory is allocated from the
normal DRAM. The slow memory node does not have CPU cores,
and its memory is allocated from a bandwidth-throttled DRAM.
We throttle the memory bandwidth using power throttling [48],

6.2

Performance of AMP

Figure 10 shows the normalized performance of workloads with
various page migration policies. We compare the performance of
workloads with the modified LRU lists, LRU, LFU, Random, and
AMP. For the modified LRU lists, we run the experiments with
4KB base pages and 2MB transparent huge pages, respectively.
The suffix in the legend shows the page size. b stands for base
pages, and h means huge pages. For the other configurations, 2MB
transparent huge pages are used. Table 3 shows the portion of
huge page allocation ratio of each workload, presenting 95% on
average. The performance is the reverse of the execution time, and
the performance is normalized to the 100% fast memory ratio. In
this experiment, we set the fast memory ratio to 50%. On average,
AMP can achieve 10.9, 6.4, 17.6% higher performance compared
to LRU, LFU, and Random, respectively.
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Fig. 12: Page migration policy selection ratio
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Fig. 14: Normalized performance of workload mixes with various page migration policies (consolidated)
Figure 11a shows the temporal change of average fast memory
hit ratios, and Figure 11b presents the timeline of page migration
policy selections. cactus, graph500, and lbm favor LRU, LFU,
and Random, respectively. Overall, the preferred page migration
policy has a higher average fast memory hit ratio during the
execution time except for lbm. For cactus, LRU shows the higher
average fast memory hit ratio. Therefore, cactus selects LRU
except for the warming-up stage. For graph500, LRU has a higher
average fast memory hit ratio in the initial stage. Therefore,
graph500 chooses LRU at first. As time goes by, the average
fast memory hit ratio of LFU beats the LRU’s. After the point,
graph500 chooses LFU. On the other hand, lbm does not show
any difference between the fast memory hit ratios of LRU and
LFU because it favors Random. Figure 11 shows that AMP can
choose a page migration policy using the average fast memory hit
ratios.

6.3

Page Migration Policy Selection Ratio

We measure the AMP’s page migration policy selection ratio
for each workload. Figure 12 presents the page migration policy
selection ratio for each workload. Overall, AMP can choose a
preferred page migration policy. For most workloads, the preferred
page migration policy shows a selection ratio higher than 80%.
However, graph-analytics presents the high selection ratio of
LRU, although it prefers LFU when a policy is chosen statically.
It is because the average fast memory hit ratios of LRU and LFU
do not show a meaningful gap during most of the execution time.
Figure 13 shows the temporal change of the average fast memory hit ratios of graph-analytics, and the figure presents the
negligible gap between LRU and LFU. Therefore, choosing LRU
is okay for graph-analytics. Another reason for a workload
to choose a non-favored page migration policy is the change in
page migration policy preference during the execution, as we have
shown in graph500 in the previous subsection.

LRU-favor
mcf, cactus, cg.D.x
LFU-favor
graph-anal., in-mem-anal., graph500, pop2
Random-favor
deepsjeng, lbm, lu.D.x
Neutral
bwaves
TABLE 4: Page migration policy preferences summary

6.4 Performance of AMP in Consolidated Environments

One of the advantages of AMP is that it can apply a different page
migration policy for each memcg, simultaneously. Even though a
set of workloads have different favors on page migration policies,
AMP can offer the preferred page migration policy for each
workload. In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of
AMP when multiple workloads are running simultaneously in
different memcgs. We run six workload mixes that are combinations
of workloads with different page migration policy preferences.
The fast memory ratio is set to 50% of the working sets.
Figure 14 shows the normalized performance of workload
mixes. In the figure, there are seven groups of bar graphs. The
first six groups represent workload mixes, and the corresponding
workload mix is shown above the figure. The workloads’ preferences on page migration policies are summarized in the Table 4.
The first six groups are composed of grouped bar graphs. The
first bar in a group shows the performance of the first workload
within a mix, and the second bar presents the performance of the
second workload in a mix. We use the same definition for the
performance that we use in Section 6.2. The last group of bars
shows the geomean performance of page migration policies. Each
workload shows the best performance with the preferred page
migration policy. Static policies such as LRU, LFU, and Random
cannot offer the best performance for both workloads in a mix
at the same time. AMP can offer the preferred policy for both
workloads in a mix, achieving 14.7, 8.2, 20.4% higher geomean
performance than LRU, LFU, and Random, respectively.
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Fig. 15: Normalized performance of workloads with various page migration intervals
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6.6

Responsiveness to the Phase Transitions

AMP works well for most macro-benchmarks with a gradual
transition between phases. A phase is an interval of execution
where the preference on page migration policies is the same.
However, if a phase changes abruptly, AMP may experience a
delay until updating the page migration policy selection because
it uses the moving average of fast memory hit ratios. In this
subsection, we measure the delay until AMP learns the changes in
the page migration policy preference on abrupt phase transitions.
We use three types of synthetic benchmarks. 1 LRU-favor
has a strided memory access pattern with four same-sized working sets. Each working set is sequentially accessed for four
seconds. 2 LFU-favor has two same-sized working sets. One
is a frequently-accessed hot working set, and the other is an
infrequently-accessed cold working set. The infrequently-accessed
cold working set is divided into 16 subsets, showing a strided
memory access pattern with a low access frequency. 3 Randomfavor allocates memory, and it randomly accesses all pages. We
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Fig. 17: Timeline of page migration policy selections
Mix 1
Mix 4

Sensitivity to the Slow Memory Ratio

We evaluate the sensitivity of AMP to the fast memory ratio. In
the previous experiments, we set the fast memory ratio to 50%
of workloads’ working set. In this section, we show that AMP
performs better than the other page migration policies with various
fast memory ratios. We measure the performance of workloads
with 30, 50, and 70% fast memory ratios. We use the same
workloads, page migration policies, and the same definition for
the performance that we use in Section 6.2. Figure 16 presents the
normalized performance of workloads with various page migration
policies. We show the geomean performance of workloads. Overall, AMP performs better than the other page migration policies
regardless of the fast memory ratio. AMP shows 4.0, 6.4, 4.1%
higher performance than LFU at 30, 50, 70% fast memory ratio,
respectively.

Mix 2

LRU

Fig. 16: Sensitivity to the fast memory ratio
6.5

Mix 1

27-epoch
2-epoch

Mix 2
Mix 5

17-epoch
3-epoch

Mix 3
Mix 6

2-epoch
4-epoch

TABLE 6: The number of epochs until AMP learns the changes
in the preference on page migration policy
compose six types of workload mixes with synthetic benchmarks.
Table 5 presents the execution order of workload mixes.
Mix
Mix
Mix
Mix
Mix
Mix

1
2
3
4
5
6

LRU-favor → LFU-favor
LFU-favor → LRU-favor
LRU-favor → Random-favor
LFU-favor → Random-favor
Random-favor → LRU-favor
Random-favor → LFU-favor

TABLE 5: Synthetic benchmark mixes
Figure 17 illustrates the timeline of page migration policy
selections for each workload mix. Each workload starts with
Random in the warming-up stage, and it selects the preferred page
migration policy after the warming up. The dashed vertical line
shows the transition point, where the first workload exits and the
second workload starts execution. Except for Mix 1, AMP can
follow the preferred page migration policy within a relatively short
delay. Table 6 summarizes the delay until AMP finds the favored
page migration policy after a phase transition. AMP shows the
low responsiveness in Mix 1 because of the stale fast memory hit
ratios kept in moving average. LRU shows the high fast memory
hit ratio in the first workload of Mix 1, and it takes time for AMP
to learn the changes in policy preferences. Please note that this
kind of abrupt phase transitions are not common in the real world.
6.7

Sensitivity to the Page Migration Interval

Page migration interval is one of the important parameters in
migrating pages in tiered memory systems. There is a trade-off
between responsive migration of hot pages to fast memory and
page migration cost. In the previous subsections, the page migration interval is set to five seconds empirically. In this subsection,
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we evaluate the sensitivity of AMP’s performance to the page migration interval with shorter intervals than five seconds. Figure 15
presents the performance of workloads with AMP with various
page migration intervals. The performance is normalized to the
performance with the shortest page migration interval, 2-second.
Most workloads show similar performance regardless of the page
migration interval. lu.D.x presents 13.8% higher performance
with 5-second page migration interval compared to 2-second
interval’s. This is because the memory access pattern of lu.D.x is
random, and most pages are actively accessed. Therefore, frequent
page migrations add mere performance overhead without increasing the fast memory hit ratio. In-memory-analytics presents
the higher performance with the intervals shorter than 5-second,
implying that the shorter page migration interval can capture the
dynamic nature of hot working set of in-memory-analytics’s.
To summarize, there are some workloads that are sensitive to page
migration interval. However, there is a little gain in shortening
page migration interval, on average.

7

D ISCUSSION

Low-overhead Hotness Tracking Mechanisms. Having a lowcost hotness tracking mechanism is important in identifying the
hotness of pages. Checking the accessed bits of pages at a low
frequency is one of the solutions to achieve the low overhead [19].
Although this is a viable solution to identify swap page candidates,
it cannot be applied to migrating pages in tiered memory because
of its low resolution. Alternatively, dynamically adjusting the
unit of hotness tracking is a solution to reduce the performance
overhead [50]. By identifying groups of pages that have similar
page hotness, the number of accessed bit checks can be reduced.
AMP achieves the low overhead in hotness tracking by checking
the accessed bits at the granularity of huge pages.
Comparison with HW-based Migration Mechanisms. The
target memory system of this study is a tiered memory system
where software is responsible for managing page locations between memory tiers. Hardware data migration mechanisms [51],
[52], [53] have an advantage in offering software-transparent
fine-grained data migration. However, the hardware mechanisms
require modifications to memory controllers, which needs support
from hardware vendors. The proposed software mechanism and
policies can be applied without any support from hardware vendors, which goes well with the current data centers.
The hardware techniques [51], [52], [53] are intended for a
hybrid memory system with a relatively small 3D stacked DRAM
(fast memory) backed by the conventional DRAM (slow memory).
Therefore, the fast memory capacity is smaller than what is used
in general tiered memory where DRAM and NVM are combined.
Thanks to the small fast memory capacity of 3D stacked DRAM,
the HW approach maintains an extra layer of mapping between
the fast and slow memory spaces, instead of using page tables.
With the HW maintained mapping table, it is possible to migrate
data at smaller granularity than pages in a nimble way. Those
HW approaches access the mapping table slightly differently.
Some approaches cache the HW-maintained mapping table in
on-chip SRAM for fast access [51], while the other approaches
look up the fast memory for mapping information whenever an
LLC miss occurs [53]. Both of the mechanisms were possible
since they are designed for the 3D stacked DRAM, which was
assumed to be faster than DRAM for fast lookups of the mapping
table, and to have a small capacity so that the mapping table can
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be efficiently cached in SRAM. However, the fine-grained HW
mapping tables may not be scalable enough to cover the combined
capacity of DRAM and NVM, and accessing DRAM first for
mapping information for every LLC miss will slow down memory
access times significantly. In addition, the HW mapping table has
a limited associativity to reduce the size as much as possible.
Therefore, the memory management is severely restricted, and
there are only a few locations data can be stored either fast or
slow memory.
Cost of TLB Shootdowns. When a page table entry is updated
for a process, the Linux kernel sends Inter-Process Interrupts
(IPIs) to the cores running threads of the same process for TLB
shootdowns. Once an IPI arrives, the receiving core invokes the
kernel to execute TLB invalidation. IPIs are sent to the cores
running threads with the same address space, regardless of whether
pages are actually shared or not [54], [55]. Note that the OS kernel
does not track which pages are shared by what threads within a
process. Therefore, even with a 4KB base page, an update of a PTE
will send IPIs to the cores running the other threads of the same
address space, even if the other threads do not access the page
and the cores do not have the affected PTE in their TLBs. The
majority of the shootdown cost is for initiating and responding to
IPIs, regardless of TLB hits or misses during the TLB invalidation.
Therefore, huge pages do not increase the occurrences of TLB
shootdowns by data sharing, compared to base pages.
Instead, using huge pages can potentially reduce TLB shootdown occurrences. If the entire region of a huge page is accessed, a
single shootdown can migrate a 2MB page. With 4KB base pages,
512 shootdowns can occur in the worst case for a migration of the
same 2MB region. Note that shootdown IPIs will be sent to the
cores running all threads in the same process, even if a PTE of
any base or huge page is updated. In addition, using huge pages
significantly reduces TLB misses for many workloads.
Partitioning Fast Memory. Although this study assumes a
case where each workload uses fast memory exclusively, sharing
fast memory can be preferred in a batch execution environment.
Sharing fast memory between multiple workloads is similar to partitioning CPU caches between multiple processes. This problem
has been studied for several decades in the computer architecture
community. The insights from cache partitioning studies can be
applied to sharing fast memory in tiered memory systems. Cache
partitioning has been studied to allocate caches between multiple
processes to minimize the miss rate and maximize throughput [56],
[57], to guarantee the fairness between applications [58], [59],
[56], [60], [61], [62], [63], and to protect the latency-sensitive
jobs from batch jobs [64], [65], [66], [67]. Constructing miss rate
curves or utility curves can give users a hint to allocate fast memory between multiple workloads [57], [68], [69], [70], [71], [72]. If
users already know the utility curves of workloads, an auction can
be used to allocate fast memory between workloads [73], [74].

8

C ONCLUSION

Memory systems are adopting memories with different latency and
bandwidth, comprising a tiered memory system. Page migration
policies migrate pages to utilize fast memory with hot pages. We
find that workloads have diverse preferences on page migration
policies. We analyze the reason behind the various preferences
on policies, and we find the relationship between features and
performance of workloads. Based on the analysis, we propose
AMP, which adaptively selects a page migration policy between
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LRU, LFU, and Random. AMP can estimate the fast memory hit
ratio of a page migration policy by emulating the policy without
page migrations. AMP can achieve 10.9, 6.4, 17.6% higher performance than LRU, LFU, and Random, respectively. The source
code is available at https://github.com/casys-kaist/AMP.
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